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Co-eds Now Part Of Clemson
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The Clemson College campus was treated with coeds this new students enjoy the facilities of the new student can- James Templeton, Elizabeth Genn, and Lagarie Walpole. serves the ladies at the Clemson Bookstore. Not forgotten
semester for the first time in the history of the school. A teen along with a few of the already enrolled male stu- In the second panel four of the new coeds, Bobbie Feely, altogether, classes come in the lives of coeds also. Here
few of the scenes above are typical of the many activities dents. Clockwise the group consists of Bobbie Feeley, John Elizabeth Glenn, Shirley Hase, and Rachel Cole go through four of the girls pour over the books with a group of alour new students were encountered with the first week of Tume]% Homer Anderson, ;Shirley Hase, Rachel Cole, that familiar duty of buying books. Here "Nig" Lever ready enrolled students. .
the present semester. In the first panel a group of the
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Billy May Extravaganza To Open Tomorrow Night
Boston Pops Orchestra To Play
In Field House February 14
Concert Program
Is Announced
The program for the Boston Pops Orchestra Concert,
which is being given in the Field House next Monday, February 14, has been announced.
The program is balanced
with heavy and light musical works, all coming under the
classification of popular music.

Wesley Foundation
Elects Officers For
Coming Semester
At the last meeting of the Wesley Foundation of last semester,
held on January 19, new officers
for the group were elected.
These officers will serve for the
coming semester.
Elected
as
president
was
Weston Weldon, vocational agricultural education senior of
Bennettsville. First vice-president is Johnny Turner, second
vice-president Dick Elliott, and
third vice-president
Jimmy
Humphries.
Secretary - treasurer is Bobby
Arnold, deputations
chairman
Bill Hood, socials chairman Graham Pritchard, missions chairman Tillman Johnson, and Wesley Foundation Notes, circulation
supervisor Billy Joe Eailes. The
freshman representative is John
Walker, sophomore representative
George Jenkins, junior representative Bill Rawl, and senior representative Chandler Bryan.
Company representatives are
(Continued on page 6)

The program is divided into
three parts. The first includes
the Procession of Bacchus" from
"Sylvia," by Delibes, the Overture
to "Die Fledermaus'' by Strauss,
"Clair de lune" by Debussy, and
the suite from the ballet "Gaite
Parisienne" by Offenbach.
The second musical group includes "Rhapsody on a Theme of
Paganini for Piano and Orchestra" by Rachmaninoff, and "Capriccio Espagnol", which is divided into parts entitled "Alborada", "ariations", "Gypsy Scene",
and "Fandango of the Asturias',
by Rimsky-Korsakoff. The former of these will be played by Ruth
Slenczynska, piano soloist with
the Boston Pops.
The third division of the program *s the lightest of the parts.
In it will be played a medley
of the Waltzes "Lover," "Falling in Love with Love", "Oh,
What a Beautiful Mornin'." and
"It's a Grand Night for Singing", all by Richard Rodgers; a
polka from "The Golden Age"
by Shostakovich and a polka
entitled "Thunder and Lightning" by Strauss; and a piece
called "Tviana" by Hayman.
This last composition is a humorous melody based on current radio and television theme
(Continued on page 6)

Sillespie To Speak
For Christian
Campus Crusade
Tuesday evening, February 15,
at 8 p. m. in the auditorium of
Olin Hall, Frank Gillespie, former Clemson star athlete, will
speak to an informal gathering.
Frank, well known for his ability
a- a performer in the field of
football, baseball, and basketball,
will center his remarks around
the thrill and joy of playing on
the Christian team. .
This is the kick-off meeting on
our campus of a movement that
is spreading across college campuses from coast to coast.
This movement has received
much of its power from the dynamic way in which it spread
across the campus at the University of California at Los Angeles. Today the movement has
spread to some fifty or more campuses across our nation.
The movement in many places
has a title—Campus Crusade
for Christ. The aim or purpose
of the meeting Tuesday night
is not to introduce a new club
or organization. The results of
this movement can best be explained through its impact on
the lives of those it has touched.
One of the first to spearhead
the movement was Don Moomaw,
All-American linebacker of 1952.
He passed up a promising career
in professional football to study
for the Presbyterian ministry and
is in his first year at Princeton
Theological Seminary.
Explaining the impact on his
(Continued on page 5)

139 Receive
Degrees Here
February 30th
Mid-year graduation exercises
for Clemson were held at the
school January 30. Students received 132 bachelor of science degrees and 7 masters degrees. This
made 11,552 men that Clemson had
graduated since the opening of
the college in 1893.
Proceeding the graduation
ceremonies, sixty seven graduating students received commissions. Commissions were given for the Air Force Reserve,
the Air National Guard, and the
United States Army Reserve, and
were presented by General R. P.
APRtt,
Werner, chief of the Georgia
Military District. He was assisted by Col. L. H. Tull, commandant and professor of air science
and tactics, and Col. G. A.
Douglas, professor of military
ant tactics. ,
The Rev. Emmet Gribbin, rector
of Canterbury Chapel at the University of Alabama and former
rector of Holy Trinity Episcopal Church at Clemson, gave the
baccalaureate sermon. The degrees
were conferred and the diplomas
delivered by Dr. R. F. Poole, president of Clemson.
The first master's degree in
horticulture to be presented at
Clemson was given to Mrs.
Graduating seniors who plan to
Nancy Craig McLees of Walhalla in the graduating exercis- work for graduate degrees and
es She was the first woman ever who are members of Phi Eta
(Continued on page 6)
Sigma, Freshman Honor Society,
should get in touch with Prof.
Ben E. Goodale, faculty adviser
of Clemson College chapter, at
room number 3 Dairy Building.
The National Phi Eta Sigma
Fraternity offers two three-hundred-dollar scholarships each year
on the basis of the student's
scholastic record, evidence of creative ability, evidence of financial
need, promise of success in chosen
field, and personality.
Only members of Phi Eta Sigma
are eligible for these gift scholarships. Local deadline for applications is February 19, 1955.

Phi Eta Sigma Men
Announces Post
Grad Scholarship

Notice!

delivers his message during the Protestant convocation, (right)
Father Edwin Gouch, John Hopkins University in Baltimore, Md.
leads *he Catholic students during this Religious Emphasis week.
'TIGER photo by Bob Huey)

SAM DONAHUE

First Appearance Of Billy May
Band At Nine P. M. Formal Dance

R. E. Week Speakers Deliver Inspiring Messages

Clemson students have received several inspiring messages
tlvU week during the daily convocations, (left) Dr. J. O. Smithy
District Superintendent of the Spartenburg Methodist Distract

AMES

The book covers ordered by
the Sophomore Class will be
on sale the latter part of next
week. Campus sales representatives have been appointed on
each company and also among
the nan ROTC and day cadet
students.
The student body is urged to
The student body is urged to
support this project by buying
book covers. Help yourself and
the sophs at the same time.

ASCE Holds
Regular Meet

Informal Saturday
Dance To Begin At Eight

The regular meeting of the
The Billy May Orchestra, featuring the slurping saxes,
American Society of Civil Engineers' was held Tuesday night in the new approach to music, Sam Donahue and April Ames
the Architectural
Auditorium. will open a two night stand in the Clemson College Dining
Two movies, "Oil Well in Hous- Hall tomorrow night at 9 o'clock.
ton",
and
"Taccom
Street
Heralded as one of the greatest
Bridge", were shown. Miles Carbands in circulation it is the
ter was elected to the office of
May extravaganza's first appearvice-president since Don Mc^
ance on the Clemson College camLaurin graduated.
pus.
A field trip to Lockhead AirFeaturing April Ames as vocraft Company is planned for
calist and the leaderhsip
of
February 24. Anyone who wyish
Seventeen
Clemson students Sam Donahue, the band is prees to go should contact either
senting a new music style to
Clyde Poovey or Henry Coleman. made an "A" on every subject the public.
The "slurping
taken
at
the
college
last
semesThe next scheluded meeting is
saxes" is the tag which has
ter,
according
to
a
report
just
Tuesday, February 22.
received by the registrar's office been put on the May outfit. It
is a form of music which the
here.
American public has become
Leading the list is William P.
readily attached to.
Hood, a pre-medical student from
President George Bennett of
Hickory Grove, who has now
the Central Dance Association
made an "A" for five consecutive
stated, "This is formulating into
semesters which includes all work
one of the greatest shows ever
taken
at
Clemson.
Some 225 men attending the
presented to the troops.
The
Two other students were also dance being held in the new dinannual conference of the American Society for Quality Control recognized as having made the ing hall, the giant bandstand, ev(Textile Division) toured the mills highest possible grade on all work erything is working into making
Wister
G. this coming weekend a fabulous
around Clemson Jan. 28. After taken at Clemson.
the tour, talks and planning meet- Metz, electrical engineering ma- one."
ings were held, and a social hour jor at Clemson, has made an "A"
The formal dance Friday
and banquet was featured in the for three straight semesters; and night will last from nine until
evening.
David F. Borchert of Greenville one o'clock. Uniforms for the
The next day a number of has made the highest grade both dance are: Freshmen, blouses
and white ducks; Sophomores,
papers were given on different semesters he has been in school.
James K. Henderson of Clem- blouses and white ducks; Junaspects of quality control. Following several more educational son and Charlotte, N. C, w h o iors, blouses and white ducks
sessions, the group adjourned.
graduated last Sunday with high with a scarlet sash around the
or
tuxedos;
Seniors
Dr. R. G. Carson of the Clem- honor, had a straight "A" average waist
son textile staff was overall ctfhir- his last three semesters in school. blouses and white ducks wit»|
(Continued on page 6)
▼
(Continued on page 6)
man of the conference.

17 Clemson Men
Make 'A' Grades
On All Subjects

Quality Control
Men Make Tour
Of Local Mills
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Midwinters For Everybody;
Let,s Take Advantage Of It

DON'T GET ME WRONG BUT

TO NEW 10©X

Tommorrow night, we will all be going to one of the high' lights of Clemson College, the Midwinters Ball. Many
of us are having our "best girls" up to attend this occasion.
It is something to look forward to with great anticipation.
The CDA has done all in their power to give us one of the
finest bands that has ever played in Clemson and no pains
have been spared to make this dance the finest that is possible to have.
This is all well and good but there are those among us who
seek to low rate the dance. They complain abut the school,
about the conduct at the dances and seek every minor flaw
n order to have something to complain about. Even the CDA
gets its. share of ragging and is accused of trying to "bleed
the students" through their ticket sales. This is farthest from
the truth. The only reason that the CDA has pushed the sale
of tickets has been to get bigger and better bands for the
students in the dances to come and certainly not to gain some
ndividual profits from them for themselves.
As a general rule, the fellow that yells the loudest is the
fellow who doesn't even go to the dances. (He probably couldnot even get a date.) He only tells what he "heard," who
was drunk, who was dancing poorly, who was not behaving
himself in the right way at the right time.
If a person is really enjoying himself, he doesn't have time
to look all around him and see who's doing what and to
whom. A dance is a place to enjoy yourself, not to look for
TALK OF THE TOWN
faults in other individuals and the CDA.
To those who would act in this manner, I would say
come to the dance and try to enjoy yourself for once, get into the swing of things. If you can't do this just don't come.
You'll only spoil the fun for others and the CDA can do without your $7.00.
JLMC

Happy Days Aren't Here Again;
Inspections Will Continue As Usual
By Lawrence Starkey
OH YEAH?
There's not going to be any inspection
this semester," I heard a friend of mine say.
"Saturday classes will be moved up to
the same hours as held on Tuesdays and
Thursdays", one professor told me.
These rumors are, of course, not true.
Clemson seems to be a haven for strange
rumors such as this. In a conversation with
Colonel Tull this afternoon, he assured me
that this was purely rumor and had no
foundation whatsoever.

mf^

By JOE McCOWN

A CLEAN SLATE

On Campus

(Author of "Barefoot Boy With, Cheek," etc.)

THE MAIL BAG
If the spirit should ever move you to write me a letter—and
it's always a pleasure to hear from you—take pen and paper and
address me c/o Philip Morris, 100 Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
Or if you don't have any paper, snap open your Snap-Open
pack of Philip Morris, remove the fine vintage cigarette)?, turn
the neat brown wrapper inside out and use it for stationery.
The regular size Philip Morris pack is perfect for short notes.
For longer letters use the king size pack. For chain letters and
petitions, glue several packs together.
This week's column is devoted to a few of the many interesting letters that have been coming in:
SIR:
Maybe you can help me. I came up to college eight years ago.
On my very first day I got into a bridge game at the Students
Union. I am still in the same bridge game. I have never gone to
a class, cracked a book, or paid any tuition. All I do is play bridge.
To explain my long absence and keep the money coming from
home, I told a harmless little lie. I said I was in medical school.
This made Dad (my father) very proud. It also enabled me to
keep playing bridge. We were both terribly happy.
But all good things must come to an end. Mine ended last
week when I was home for spring vacation. I arrived to find that
Sister (my sister) was in the hospital with an ingrown spleen.
Dr. Norbert Sigafoos, the eminent ingrown spleen surgeon, was
scheduled to operate, but unfortunately he was run over by a
hot-food cart on the way to the scrubbing room.
"Oh, never mind," chuckled Dad (my father). "Harlow (me)
will fix Sister (my sister)."
Well sir, what could I do? If I told the truth I would make a
laughingstock out of Dad (my father) who had been bragging
about me all over town. Also I would get yanked out of school
which would be a dirty shame just when I am getting to understand the weak club bid.
There was nothing for it but to brazen it out. I got Sister
(my sister) apart all right, but I must confess myself completely at a loss as to how to put her back together again. Can
you suggest anything? They're getting pretty surly around here.
Harlow Protein
Dear Harlow,
Indeed I do have a solution for yon—the solution that has never
failed me whenever things close in: Light up a Philip Morris!
Knots untie as you puff that rich vintage tobacco. Shade becomes
light as you taste that mild fragrant flavor . . . And as you watch
the pure white smoke drift lazily upward, you will know that
nothing is as bad as it seems, that it is always darkest before the
dawn, and that the man worthwhile is the man who can smile!
SIR:
Do you think a girl should kiss a fellow on their first date?
Blanche Carbohydrate
Dear Blanche,
Not unless he is her escort.
SIR:
Here is a rather amusing coincidence that may amuse your
readers.
Just off the campus where I go to school there is a lake called
Lake Widgiwagan where students from time immemorial have
gone fishing. Thirty years ago when my father was an undergraduate here he went fishing one day at Widgiwagan and
dropped his Deke pin into the water. Though he dived for it for
many weeks, he never recovered it.
Just yesterday-thirty years later, mind you—I went fishing
at Widgiwagan. I caught a four pound bass. When I got the fish
home and opened it up, what do you think I found inside of it?
You guessed it! Two tickets to the Dempsey-Firpo fight.
Fleance Fat
Dear Fleance,
It certainly is i small world.
©Mai Shulman, 1955

This column is brought to you by the makers of PHILIP MORRIS
Cigarettes, who suggest that if your mail has recently been blessed
with some money from home, invest a little of it in the best smoke
that money can buy ... PHILIP MORRIS, of course.

TIGER Subscription

This time of year marks the end of the
old semester and the beginning of a new
one. We've all signed up our courses, and
settled back with mixed feelings to await
whatever the new semester might send our
way. Actually, this is a good time to waste
a few words and a little space in philosophizing, about fresh starts, clean slates, and'
that kind of stuff. This may sound a little
trivial, but whenever any series of events
in life allow a person to wipe out all of the
mistakes that he has made over a period of
time, and start anew, it may be classified
as a break. That is exactly what a new
semester does; it gives a person a chance
to forget the errors and improve upon the
performances of the past. Very rarely in
life do we get any breaks at all, much less
an opportunity for a fresh start, so take advantage of the new semester and the opportunities which it may offer.
THE HOSPITAL
The college hospital is a prime example
of efficiency. The students, and this includes most of us, who have been overtaken
by the many ills that seem to crop up
around a school will be very quick to bear
testimony to this efficiency. The regular
hospital procedure seems to be one that
will facilitate the examining of as many
students in as short a period of time as
possible. These students are run through
the line to the doctor's office, checked, and
sent on to their destinations, some to -the
hospital beds, and the others back to the
barracks. Those who remain in the hospital are looked after in a manner that may
seem to the bystander, to be well disciplined and brisk, but undoubtedly efficient.
Sometimes though, too much efficiency becomes a loaded blackjack in the supposedly
tender hand of mercy, and people suffer in

Frank Sinatra has taken two
spots in the latest Downbeat magazine poll. He's been named the
favorite singer of the year and also was personality of the year.
The poll is taken from the readers of "Downbeat".
The poll also put Stan Kenton
in the Music Hall of Fame along
with Louis Armstrong and Glenn
Miller.
Kenton has been a very dominant figure in the jozz and popular
field since he first brough a band
from California to the east in
1940.
His experiments in jazz, his various concert tours, and his willingness to back up his beliefs
vocally at all times have won him
bothe the highest praise and some
of the most barbed criticism of any
figure in music.

It is time to renew your TIGER subscription for the The Kenton orchestra has been
named the best jazz band in the
school year 1954-55. Fill out the following and send with land
six times by the readers of
$2.00 to The Tiger, Box 269, Clemson, S. C.
"Downbeat" and has fostered
many runners including Pete Rugolo, Shelly Manne, June Christy,
Eddie Safranski, Chris Connor,
and Maynard Ferguson.

NAME
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consequence. Those who have been bitten
once by these methods are loath to return
for a dose of the same medicine, and so
many people who should visit the hospital
remain noticeably absent from its vicinity.
Consequently, there are far too many sick
people wandering about the campus, infecting others, and in general, not doing
themselves, or others, any good. For a
solution, I don't recommend an individual
pat on the head, and a few kind words to be
doled out along with the pills. Nor do I
feel that the hospital should be turned into
a regular good fellow's club that all want
to visit. I do feel, however, that it should
offer a little more individual attention, or
at least make the patient feel like an individual, not just a fugitive statistic from the
college's enrollment data.
THE DANCE
The CDA has added many extras in an
attempt to make this week-end's dance one
of the most enjoyable ever to be held here
at Clemson. Besides arranging for the
lounge and canteen to remain open during
the dance, they have fixed it so that there
will be music provided for the couples who
wish to visit the lounge during intermission. The music will be furnished by a
trio consisting of Jim Hindman, bass, Norris Hooton, clarinet and saxaphone, and
Charles Richey, piano. These extras, combined with the music of a top orchestra
should add up to a very fine dance weekend, it's a shame that so few people will
be present to enjoy them, but it seems as if,
by the none too large number of tickets
sold, that the interest in the Mid-Winter's
Ball is not what it should be. If interest
continues to progress at this Molasses-inJanuary pace, this may very well be the last
big dance for a long time.

-:- DISCO-PA-TION -:Well, the dance weekend is here
so let's all have a real blast. But,
take it easy boys, let's leave
everything (the campus, etc.) in
good shape.

The first ten places in this
year's Hall of Fame balloting were
as follows: Kenton, Ellington,
Goodman, Charlie Parker, Bing
Crosby, George Gershwin, Paul
Wlftteman, Count Basie, Dizzy Gil-

Inspection will be held as usual at 8:00
on Saturday mornings. However, there
will be no inspection this Saturday morning
because of Mid-Winters Ball Friday night.
Oh, well, the thought was good—while it
lasted.

The New Semester Offers A Lot Of
Opportunities To Make Up Past Errors

with
M$c5hukan
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By Mack McDaniel
lespie, and Woody Herman.

SEEING IS BELIEVING
Coeds! I know the front page is probably full of it and every columnist and feature writer in the Tiger is,getting his twobits in on the subject, but I refuse to let all
this keep me from rolling out my share of
the welcome carpet. So welcome, coeds!
"I won't believe it until I see it", seemed
to be the attitude of most students when
the announcement was made a few months
ago. And now for the last few days we've
seen it—not just coeds, but pretty coeds
walking in and out of classes as if they belonged there. What am I saying? For the
first time in the history of Clemson they
do belong there.
One coed who hesitated to come to Clemson because she felt the students would resent girls being here, says that she is surprised at how friendly and polite the professors and students are. Well, surely they
don't call us Country Gentlemen for nothing!
In each of my classes, with one exception,
there is one girl. The attitudes of the professors is amusing. They fall into two
categories. There is the professor who
completely ignores the coed in the class, believing it would embarrass her. Then there
is the professor who opens the class with
"Gentlemen and Miss
", and
then proceeds to bow and scrape in her direction. In his determined effort to be
completely unaware of the coed, he finds
himself glancing in her direction to meet
her nod of approval.
Now that coeds are actually here, the
possibilities of what might happen in the
college realm next year is interesting to
predict. Undoubtedly girls will be mentioned in Oscar. The Sports Editor just
suggested a girls' basketbal lteam. What
about girl cheerleaders? Majorettes? We
might even have a Clemson girl as a Taps
beauty or as an Honorary Cadet Colonel
at the' Mother's Day parade. Too far in the
future, you say? So were coeds, bat they
are here.
WELCOME, FRESHMEN

,

So welcome, freshmen! Clemson is almost at the end of a long period of transition, so you fellows will enjoy opportunities and comforts that haven't been available to Clemson students in the past. Here's
hoping you'll find ways to make the most
of them. .
f
SOMETHING FOR FREE?
Ever need to make a phone call and not
have a dime to spare? I have many times.
In spite of the( countless pay telephones
around the campus, telephones are available free for local calls. This is located at
the telephone booth section to the left of
the Student Information Center.
This service, which is a helpful one indeed, is made possible jointly by the Tiger
Brotherhood and the Student Assembly.
The telephone is available until 10:00 p. m.
each evening. Orchids to these organizations!
THERE'S MORE ...
.
Also a blackboard has been placed behind the telephone booth section. So now
the students wishing rides or riders can
use this centrally located blackboard instead of posting notices throughout the
dormitories.
ODE TO THE LIBRARY
Not long ago at the library of a nearby
college, two students asked the librarian
for a book called Gullible Fools In China.
Of course, there was no such book, but the
librarian went almost to China looking for
it.
V
Although Clemson students have not yet
tried this stunt, many of them have tried
one just as clever. In the past the maximum charge for an overdue book has been
fifty cents. Many of the textbooks that the
students are supposed to buy are in the library.
So the enterprising young Country Gentleman puts two and two together and
checks his textbooks out of the library,
paying only a fifty cent fee at the end of
the semester.
Alas, but sad news! From now on, a library worker informs me, there will be a
straight fee of two cents per day for overdue books. Ah, well, it looks as if we'll;
have to pay a visit to the Book Store after
all.
HIGHSPOT
Next Wednesday, February 14, there will .
be at Clemson one of the rare treats of
the concert series—The Boston Pops Orchestra. When in Boston a few summers
ago, I heard them several times, and, take
it from me, this is one concert you'll never
regret seeing.
BIG WEEK-END
I guess everyone will be going to the
dance this Friday and Saturday nights.
The lounge and canteen will be open during the dance for our convenience and the
parking lot in front will be open. So don't
block it!

and Nat Cole. Come now, Nat.
In all of the excitement of coeds and a
The poll was divided into sev- We want to see you make money new semester, we might have neglected to
See you all
eral categories. These three top but don't lower yourself to this!
welcome the male freshmen. We have a
winners in each individual cateIf you think that Georgia Gibbs tendency to take them for granted.
At Mid-Winter's Ball
gory are: Dance band—Les Brown, is only a commercial pops singer,
Ray Anthony, Les Elgart; Jazz then listen to her new LP, The
Band — Kenton, Count Basie, Man That Got Away. You may
Woody Herman; Male Singer — change your mind. (Then again
Frank Sinatra, Nat Cole, Billy you may not).
Eckstine; Female Singer — Ella
I've heard several terrific jazz
Fitzgerald, June Christy, Sarah albums lately. One is a Lee KenVaughan; Combo — Dane* Bruce itz-Gerry Mulligan combination
Brutrels, Modern jazz quartet, on a Pacific Jazz L. P.
Clemson A A M"
"Ho Roars For
George Shearing; Vocal Group—
This is Kenitz with a group that
Four Freshmen, Mills Brothers, allows him the freedom to exMember South Carolina Collegiate Association.
Four Aces; Trumpet—Chet Baker, press himself fully.
Member of Intercollegiate Press and Associated Collegiate Press
Dizzy Gillespie, Harry James;
"Kenitz — a cool, calculating, Founded by Class of 1907 and published weekly during the school year by students of Clemson College
Trombone—Bill Harris, Frank controlled cat" say some critics.
Rosoline, Bob Brookmeyer; Alto Nonsense! Listen to this album.
Sax—Charlie Parker, Paul Des- Its Nat cool Kenitz. It's cool cri- THE TIGER 1* South Carolina's oldest college newspaper.. Its claim, "The South's Most Interesting
mond, Lee Kenitz; Tenor Sax- tics. Critics without coul. Cri- College Newspaper," is based on circulation, comments, and general attitude of those who read it.
Stan Getz, Flip Phillips, Lester tics without feeling and underYoung; Clarinet — Buddy De- standing. For this Is emotional
FRANK ANDERSON - ROGER YIKE
France, Benny Goodman, Tony music above all.
Co-Editors
Scott; Piano — Oscar Peterson,
TED PAPPAS
LAWRENCE STARKEY
LEWIS
CROMER
DICK EDGEWORTH
Says Howard Lucraft, "When
Dave Brubeck, Art Tatum; Drums,
Cartoonist
Associate Editor
Sports Editor
Business
Mgr.
Lee
Kenitz
was
soloist
with
KenShelly Manne, Buddy Rich, Gene
BILL BINICKEH
CHARLES SANDERS
JOE
McCOWN
SKEET
KING
ten
band
I
listened
to
forty-eight
Krupa.
Circulation Mgr.
News Editor
Managing Editor
Advertising Mgr.
Lee Kenitz "Lover Man" perNew York's jazz haven, Bird- formances. Each became a more
land, celebrating its fiftieth birth- stirring emotional thrill than the
^
»_ Faculty Adviser
John D. Lane .
day and a special anniversary last."
Clemson News Bureau
show opened Dec. 16 featuring
John W. Califf
When we have more jazz musi
Sarah Vaughan. When you're in
Athletic Publicly
New York always make Birdland cians striving for this ultimate Brent Breedin _
one good evening's entertainment. perfection that Kenitz has reachThe prices there are quite low by ed and get rid of the undesirables Box 269, Clemson, S. C.
Office Phone 6221
New York night club standards. by attacking to the Monking Tenor
sort
of
"music"
some
name
If you're there early in the evenother than jazz, we will have a
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S. C.
ing you can get a good table.
$2.00
true art form capable of aesthatic Subscription Rate
In the pops field we have sev- expression. We have one group
eral new releases. One is Long, to win over—The American pubRepresented by National Advertising Service
Long Ago, done by Dean Martin lic.
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The Student Assembly General Holtgreve

SAE Holds
Open Meeting

Makes Inspection
The Student Assembly has not met since the change of Of PR Headquarters
semesters, and consequently there is little new information

f

By Newt Stall

to present. The committee reports concerning the point
system and the faculty evaluation program, probably the
most controversial and interesting items before the Assem
bly at present, are expected sometime this month. So that
the student body will have first hand information on the
problems that face their representatives on these subjects, a
complete summary of the committee reports will be publish) ed in this column.
This interim period provides a good opportunity to review
the activities of our Student Government during the past
semester. The changing scene on our campus is rapidly enlarging its scope, and student government seems to be occupying a larger place as time goes on. Many Juniors and
Seniors who have Saturday classes will be able to use their
cuts and spend Friday nights to great advantage this semester because of a recommendation presented to the Deans and
Directors by the Student Assembly. After an appeal by
various branches of the student government and other campus groups the administration rescinded a regulation requiring a certain number of students to remain on* the campus during the holidays. It is hoped that through continued student-administration cooperation further privileges
will be granted in the future.
The Student Government sponsored the Student Convocation programs which featured Canon Bryan Green and
Mr. Leland Stowe first semester. Rumor has it that three
very famous and interesting speakers have been tentatively
contacted; further announcements will be made as soon as
definite plans are made. Clemson served as hosts to the
State Student Government organization and sent representatives to a National Student Government Convention at
Duke during the First Semester. The Student Government
also represented the student body and expressed the regret
of Clemson students concerning the damage done to the Furman campus.
In addition to the usual tasks of organizing and carrying
out Freshman class elections and planning and conducting
class meetings and projects, the Student Government has
set up a Student Government Bulletin Board outside the
dining hall and adopted a policy of meeting each Tuesday
"to discuss problems. This column has also been instituted
to publicize the various phases of student government and
to help close the gap between the student and his representatives. There are a number of other items which have
received attention this semester and a number are still in
the committee stage, but these give us some idea of the progress we have made and of the things wc ean expect before this year is ended. Our Student Government is by no
means idle, and when you make your opinions known Clemson will probably have one of the most progressive Student
Bodies in the state.
During registration last week many complaints were
voiced about the method of distributing the folders and the
cutting in line which took place. Some people even had
suggestions to offer which they thought would be fair to all
and would cut down on time and unfairness in the process.
If anyone thinks that they have hit upon a reasonable way
to relieve the congestion and cut down on the time used
they are invited to present their solution to their class representatives. The Student Assembly will be glad to consider any proposal and will refer it to the administration if
it warrants further consideration. Many students enjoy
voicing their complaints; a much more profitable scheme
would be to voice your solutions.
A few students who graduated or left school after the first
semester neglected to repay the money they borrowed from
the student loan fund. It is hoped that these students will
soon repay this money so that the company funds will be
intact at the end of this year. This fund is provided for the
convenience of the students; please plan to repay the money
you borrrow promptly so that others may take advantage
of it.

Leadership Seminar
Held On PC Campus
A leadership seminar with
about fifty in attendance, was
held on the campus of Presbyterian College February 4-6. State
Christian
Action
Chairman,
Wayne Davis of the Clemson B.
S. U., reported that five denominations from eleven colleges in
^Seuth Carolina were represented.
Program personnel included
Dr. A. C. Miller, Executive Secretary, Southern Baptist Christian Life Commission; Rev.
Carl Pritchett, Christian Social
Relations Committee Chairman,
S. C. Presbyterian Synod; Harold Cole, Director of Baptist
Student Work in S. C.
Other students and leaders participated.
Sponsored by the Christian Action Council of South Carolina,
this seminar was designed to
stimulate interest in the application of the Christian faith to the
social and moral issues of the
day, as well.as emphasizing good
citizenship. The theme for the
conference was "Bases for Social
Action," and included discussions
and films on citizenship, alcohol
problems, Christian vocation, and
human relations.

Pershing Rifle Brigadier General Virgil Holtgreve on Feb. 2
and 3 conducted an inspection
tour of the Fourth Regimental
Headquarters of the PersRing Rifles. Gen. Holtgrove, an agriculture senior from the University of
Nebraska, is a battalion commander in his ROTC unit. He said
that his visit was the first time in
in three yeaig that anyone from
the national headquarters has
toured the South, and that he
liked it very much.
The Fourth Regimental Staff
of the Pershing Rifles Is composed of Charles Ferguson, C.
O.; Fred Hope, finance officer;
Bill Hood, S-l; Lynn Hendricks, S-2; Lee Salter, S-1;
Powers McElveen, S-4; A. B.
Blanton, chief of staff; and
Connie Faucette, information
officer. Their assistants are
Melvin Richardson, Louie Derrick, Bob Parker, Don Fleming, Glen Nasv.-orthy, and Homer Gof f.

Engineering Board
Set Up To Study
Advance Education
The first regular meeting of the
special advisory board recently instituted to help advance engineering education and research at
Clemson was held at the school
February 5. Various officials of
the college contributed suggestions
to the board.
The board formed committees
to study conditions as they now
exist at Clemson and voted to
work with college officials in
securing needed increases in
salary and equipment. The
group suggested that the needs
of the Clemson engineering
school be made known to the
board, in order ihat the board
could take action on them.
Several professors in the engineering department presented reports to the board, detailing the
work that they were carrying out
and at the needs of their particular departments.
The next meeting of the board
will be held June 4.

°rov»des Funds
For Scholarship
The Smith-Douglass Company,
Inc., of Wilmington, N. C, manufacturers of fertilizers and chemicals, has provided funds for the
establishment of agricultural
scholarships at Clemson College.
J. J. Pointer, manager of SmithDouglass Co., and Dr. J. W. Jones,
director of agricultural teaching
at Clemson, have completed plans
for the "administration of this
scholarship program.
For the 1955-56 session at the
college, two $750.00 scholarships
are available to freshmen who major in either agriculture or vocational agricultural education.
Applicants must be residents of
either Clarendon, Darlington, Dillon, Florence, Georgetown, Horry,
Lee, Marion, Marlboro, Sumter
or Williamsburg counties. The
scholarships will be awarded on
the basis of financial need, grades
in high school, other evidence of
leadership, and scores on the tests
required of all entering freshmen
at Clemson College.
Each of the scholarships will be
paid in four annual installments.
To continue receiving the installments after the freshman year,
the recipient will be expected to
earn a scholastic average sufficient to rank him in the upper
half of his class, and to demonstrate other evidence of personal
development.
Announcements containing full
information on these scholarships
will be furnished vocational agricultural teachers, high school
principals, and county agents early
in Feb. 1955. Information and
application forms may also be secured by writing Dr. J. M. Stepp,
chairman, Agricultural Scholarship Committee, Box 792, Clemson, S. C

The Society of Automotive Engineers had an open meeting
Tuesday, Feb. 8, in Riggs Hall.
Interested engineering students
as well as regular members were
present.
At a previous meeting the society saw a film, "The Fabulous
500", which showed part of the
well, Troops, a new semester
trial runs and other parts of the
Indianapolis 500. Entertainment has started so I'm ((Oscar) back
for this semester includes other with all the latest trash on all of
such films, participation in the you.
-^OSCAR SAYS—
agricultural fair, and at least one
speaking of a new semester,
field trip.
it looks as if Cecil Brown is off to
a good start with Joretta (the
openview's new queen). What he
(Oscar) can't understand is how
someone cut such a lover as Cecil
out with Judy.

Oslo University
Summer Courses
To Open July 2

Pershing Rifles Brigadier General Virgil H. Holtgreve who
made an inspection tour of the Fourth Regimental Headquarters
of the Pershing Rifles here February 2 and 3, enjoys a meal with
Fourth JRegimental Pershing Rifles Commander Charles H. Ferguson in the Clemson Mess Hall. Holtgreve is the national commander of the Pershing Rifles. (TIGER photo by Bob Huey).
Jim Hindman, Charles Richey and Norris Hooten add some music to the atinosphere of the student lounge. The trio will be in
the student lounge during the intermission of the dances this
week-end. (TIGER photo by Bob Huey).

STUDENT PULICATIONS

The Slipstick, Voice of
The Engineering School
By Dan Richards
The Slip Stick is published by the students in the school
of engineering. The magazine is published four times a
year. The issues come out in October, December, March
and May.

■The first issue of the Slip Stick
was published in January of 1941.
The magazine was conceived
and started by J. C. Hartley, its
first editor.
The first staff of the publication was as follows: J. C. Hartley,
editor; W. C. Wearn, business
manager; J. L. Edwards, editorial
editor; J. F. Watson, associate editor; and J. E. Woodward, associate
editor. The magazine is supported
by advertisements and not the college. The present circulation is
around 5,000 copies per issue. The
copies are distributed throughout
the school of engineering, the student body, and other colleges and
schools.
Publishing is done by the
Hiott Press of Greenville, South
Carolina, and the advertising
agency is Littell-Murray-Barnhill of New York. The magazine
was created to supply an outlet
for interesting news and information about the school of engineering.
Some of the features of the Slip
Stick are, features of three outstanding seniors majoring in engineering, student articles on engineering subjects and research,
a math problem, the solution to
which is worth $5.00, and features
on professors in the engineering
departments.
There are three faculty advisors to the staff. They are
Professor E. F. Byers, Professor D. D. Curtis, and Dean J. M.
Sams. The advisors help the
staff members when they are
needed but otherwise exert no
influence on the contents of the
publication.
The SlipStick was I the winner
of the Newberry Observer Award
for' the best technical magazine in
1942-1943.
The original covers of the

—OSCAR SAYS—

Students thinking of studying
abroad this summer are asked to
consider the summer sessions to
be held at the University of Oslo,
Norway, from July 2 to August 13.
Courses are offered in the
fields of humanities, social studies and education system of
Norway. Three graduate seminars in Norwegian education,
literature, social and political
problems are also offered. Two
new courses in Physical Education in .Scandinavia, with a
special emphasis on Norway,
will be featured.
Housing and transportation for
students are guaranteed. A limited number of scholarships are
available. Applications should be
filed by March 15. Information
about the program may be secured
by writing to the Oslo Summer
School Admissions Office, % St.
Olaf College, Northfield, Minnesota.
,

Slip Stick had the traditional
slide rule on the front but in the
recent years the style has been
changed. They are printed and
designed by Rip J"olger. The
covers depict some phase of research or engineering possibilities. They are designed to reflect the present day modernistic trend. Actually each cover
is a story in itself.
The magazine has several miscellaneous articles each time about
changes in the engineering, humor,
and job interviewing dates. Each
issue has an article written by a
professor of engineering. The rest
of the articles are written by the
students themselves. There is also a section devoted to the professional societies. This year's
staff is headed by Walter Hendrix
editor; John Bailey, associate editor; Marion Anderson, copy editor;
Charles Hendrix, business manager; Tom Drew, advertising manager; Whitten Little, circulation
manager; Tom Bookhart, personalities editor; Louis Chaddick, exchange editor.
The next copy of the Slip
Stick will be out in March. If
you are interested in math, theories, and research, pick up a
copy. If you love math try
working the problem and maybe
you will win the $5.00. What
a college man could do with
$5.00 just cannot be printed.
If you are en engineering major and would like to become a
member of the SlipStick staff
contact W. H. Hendrix. There
are a few positions now open.
The SlipStick is truly a great
representative of the school of
engineering and rapidly becoming the leader in its field. This
didn't just^happen; it took a great
deal of work and planning on the
part of the staff and the faculty
advisors.

what has come between George
Auld and his child bride. What's
the trouble cradle snatcher, dont
you have what it takes? On second thought I guess not.
—OSCAR SAYS—

that the spook, alias John Russell, the greatest lover to ever hit
Clemson, is without a date for the
dance. All of his friends are requested to give any information
available towards getting him a
date.

that Sonny Powers was caught
—OSCAR SAYS—
red handed smooching in the main
topping the list of his buddies
hall at Converse during the last
dance. He (Oscar) believes Son- are Mac Chapman and Hugh Patny was brought up behind a barn. rick.
—OSCAR SAYS—

—OSCAR SAYS—

that Marion (the high school
lover) Sams is getting worse by
the day. Quit Big Dealing, Boy
Scout, or Daddy Ferguson might
take away your merit badges.

that Will (Twinkle Toes) Cockrell looks more like "Jelly Belly"
Hope every day. Better get on another battalion or the troops will
npt be able to tell you who is who
in another week.

—OSCAR SAYS—

that Reid Patrick, President of
—OSCAR SAYS—
the Dave Moorhead Fan Club, is
that the troops had better be
still around upholding the standards his ideal left behind. Don't good this week-end for he (Oscar) will be around to take note
worry, Pal, Dave still loves you.
of the ones who wear their cello—OSCAR SAYSthat he (Oscar) is wondering phane suits.

J. E. SIRRINE CO., INC.
—ENGINEERSGREENVILLE,

SOUTH CAROLINA

Engineering
representatives of

PRATT & WHITNEY
AIRCRAFT
will be en the campus

February 11,1955
to interview
AERONAUTICAL
METALLURGICAL
ELECTRICAL
MECHANICAL
CHEMICAL
PHYSICISTS
ENGINEERING GRADUATES

Pleas* Seiffieur

COLLEGE PLACEM^f OFFICER
for an appointment on

February 11,1955

Welcome, Co-eds
FROM

THE COUNTRY MOUSE
(LOCATED IN THE CLEMSON HOUSE LOUNGE)

Gifts Of Distinction
For All Occasions
• COSTUME JEWELRY

When you've only had time to
cram for part of the course..

and that's the part they ask
you on the final exam...

that's PURE PLEASURE!

• BRIDGE PRIZES
• EVERYDAY CARDS
• HOME DECORATIONS
Gifts for Every Member of The Family!
GIVE THE LADY WHAT SHE WATS!

... AND BUY IT HERE!

For more pure pleasure...

No other cigarette is so rich-tasting
yet so mild!
P.S. No other brand has ever been able to match the pure pleasure in Camel's exclusive
blend of costly tobaccos! That's why Camels are America's most popular cigarette!

B. I. Beyaoldi Tobacco Co., Winstoo-Salem, N. U
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Carl Wise Named New Tiger Backfield Mentor
Bruce Holzschuh Shows Great
Ability In Defensive Play
By John S. Russell
One of Clemson's most consistent floor men throughout
the basRetball season has been big Bruce Holzschuh.

TI6EU
By: Lewis Cromer
NEW MOSS TRAINER
Well, this year around the middle of October those backfield "hosses" of the Tigers will be under new tutelage.
Recently Coach Howard announced that Coach Carl Wise,
formerly head at Washington & Lee University, would join
the Tiger forces for the coming campaign. Coach Wise will
take up the duties of the backfield coach recently given up
by Coach Russ Cohen.
Wise comes to Clemson with an outstanding record
from Washington & Lee. It was Wise who coached
' Washington & Lee's great quarterback Gil Bocetti and
helped the Generals to several years of top flight football. Last year, Washington & Lee dropped football
from their athletic program thereby relieving Wise of
his position.
»
Coach Wise did some coaching in Canadian Pro Football serving as assistant coach with the Hamilton Bearcats
through this fall's schedule.
Coach Howard stated that Wise would be given a "free
hand" with Tiger backfield chores this year. Coach Bob
Jones will serve as head line coach and Howard will be the
coordinator of the Tiger machine which promises to be vastly improved from last year.
No doubt, the addition of Coach Wise will bolster the Tiger's chances for success in the 1955 campaign. The Tigers
will face the toughest schedule in many years and possibly
for all time.
TRIBUTE TO A FINE "OLD SOLDIER"
While we are on the subject of backfield coaches, it is only fair that we look at another man who has meant much
to the athletic program of our school. The resignation
of Coach Russ Cohen at Clemson marks the end of an illustrious and brilliant coaching career.
Coach Cohen, who was at one time head coach of Tulane
University and who came out of retirement to accept a
coaching job here purely for the love of the game, is certainly one of the fine "old soldiers" of Southern college
football.
Under Coach Russ, the backfield of Clemson College took
on new life. Well versed in the art of the single wing attack, Coach Cohen introduced a variety of reverses and
fake plays that kept the Tiger football foes constantly bewildered.
His "hosses" sparkled in the Gator Bowl clash of 1948,
the Orange Bowl that will never be forgotten in 1950 and
the Gator Bowl repeat performance of 1951.
Some of his stellar pupils were Bobby Gage, RayfMathews, Fred Cone, Billy Hair, Buck George, and Don King.
As far as his capabilities go as a single wijuMnentor, Coach
Cohen takes second to no man.
A /V
"The Grey Eagle" may be gone tw^M football
scenes at Clemson but he can nevdB1 jrgotten by
tne
those who saw his backs sparkle A^m
years.
History may not remember him TB oi& of the most
spectacular coaches in the game, but you can bet your
boots that somewhere in the corner of every Clemson
man's heart there will always be a little spot reserved
for Coach Russ Cohen, a fine man, both on the field
and off.
HOKUS POKUS
Another of Clemson's coaches hasn't been doing too bad
for himself..„While on vacation at Lake Worth, Hoke Sloan
has been playing quite a bit of tennis. He believes in practicing what he preaches and his recent matches will bear
that out.
Though Coach Sloan has been coaching tennis at Clemson for nearly thirty years, he hasn't allowed his own game
to let up in the least. The other day, he and his partner
won the South Carolina Tennis Championship in veteran's
doubles.
Sloan, who coaches tennis in the summertime at Camp
Carolina in Brevard, teamed with Doctor William Widen
of Minneapolis. In the finals they had a rousing match with
a West Palm Beach outfit, needing two hours and thirtyfive minutes to win 6-2, 8-10, 9-7. 8he match ended under
lights. Sloan was playing for the city of Palm Beach, and
he recently, had guest privileges at the Seaview Courts
there.
SPRING IS JUST AROUND THE CORNER
The sunny weather that we have been experiencing leads
one to believe that Spring is right around the corner. Quite
naturally, thoughts of Spring lead to thoughts of baseball.
This early even, there is speculation that the Tigers will
really be loaded this year with baseball talent. It is hard
to see how a squad who lost men like Billy O'Dell, Doug
Kingsmore, and Larry Morris could hope to be loaded, but
the fact remain's that this year the Tigers have a slew of
lettermen returning to the fold.
Already there is hope that this year's mound corps
will be as potent at last years. With Len Humphries,
Ben Crosland, and George Compton returning to service
and Don Shealy up from the frosh team, hopes can afford to run high.
See you all at Midwinters Ball!

ANDERSON'S FINEST
Hart Schaffner & Marx ... Embassy Row .
t Heusen Shirts . . . Freeman Shoes
Stetson and Lee Hats

Van

THE KIND OF CLEMSON TIGER HE WANTS—New Clemson
backfield Coach Carl Wise poses with the kind of Clemson Tiger
his boss, Frank Moward, wants next fall—"the kind that says
'grrr' and not meoww". Wise joined the Clemson coaching
staff last week after resigning his head coaching spot at Washington and Lee in January. The Tigers commenced "spring
football" drills Monday. They'll practice four afternoons a
week for five weeks, winding up on Saturday afternoon, March
12, with the annual Block C sponsorped intra-squad game. ((Photo by Earl Martin).

Washington & Lee Coach
Valuable Asset To Hosses
By Bill Linton
Monday, February the seventh, the Clemson Tigers welcomed their new offensive backfield coach, Carl Wise, with
the first day of Spring practice for the 1955 football season.
Wise is replacing Coach Russ "Pop" Cohen, whose resignation was learned two weeks ago. Cohen was the Tigers'
number one defensive backfield coach.
Wise is thirty seven years of
age and hails from Bristol, Tennessee.
He attended Covington
High School in Virginia and later
coached there. He is a graduate
of Kings College also in Tennessee. Wise also coached the Bainbridge Naval Training Station
football team backfield during
World War II.
After returning from active duty
in 1944, he served as assistant to
Coach George Munger at Pennsylvania University. There he
saw the T formation operating
with a high degree of success and
worked mostly with the offensive
backfield during his tour there.
Later, he was backfield coach
at Washington and Lee University.
Here he served under an old pro,
George Barclay, who later made
gridiron history at the University
of North Carolina. Wise worked
under Barclay with the backfield
for six years.
When Barclay moved on to
North Carolina, Wise was named
to fill his shoes. This he attempted to do, but was faced with a
dire catastrophe when Washington and Lee suddenly decided to
abandon collegiate football. The
young man was faced with a bleak
future there and so he sought another job where his T talent could
be utilized. He took a leave of
absence from Washington & Lee
and went North to more promising
football fields.
He aided Coach Carl Coyles
with the Hamilton Wildcats of the
Canadian Professional Football
League that year. Here he gained
much more football know how under the helm of Coach Coyles. His
Bearcats had good luck too and
ended a very successful football
season. The Canadians really play
a rolicking brand of football and
coaching there is no picnic by any
means whatever.
Bill Chipley, a former Clemson
football star of past seasons, took
over Coach Wise's position at
Washington & Lee when he resigned and has been doing a fine
job there by all present indications.
Wise will serve as a fulltime
coach. Cohen was not considered
a fulltime coach for he wasnjt
here at Clemson except during the
spring drills and the football season in the fall and winter.
Coach Frank Howard has also
made a few other changes in his
coaching staff, but no new members are present except of course,
Coach Wise. Here is the most
probable' coaching setup for the
Tigers as they face one of the
toughest schedules ever drawn up
for a Bengal team to play.
1. Bob Smith, former head coach
at Furman University, to be head
line ' coach, guiding the forward
wall.

Books

CA 5-9691

Anderson, S. C.

By Al Soudan
Anyone that has followed Clemson's freshman basketball
team this season has surely noticed the outstanding play of
Bince Yockel, the six foot four inch guard, from Jersey City,
New Jersey.

Big Bruce, who is six feet two
inches tall, hails from Tenanech countered on tne hardwoods is the
New Jersey. The Yankee lettered North Carolina State Wolfpack.
in his junior and senior year while
Vince, who was born on OctoBruce believes that next year
playing for the Tenanech High
the Tigers should be well equipped ber 16, 1935, in Hudson County,
Hoopsters.
the nation's hotbed of basketball,
is averaging close to 26 points a
Under the guidance of Coach
game.
Frank Cockery, ex-star from Holly
He first became interested in
Cross. Bruce Holzchuh sparked
basketball at Dickinson High
his team to a successful season
School, where he played one year
with the Tenanech Hoopsters,
of J. V. ball and two years of
placing third in the N. A. J. I.
Varsity. In his first year of comBasketball League. ■■
petition at Dickinson, Vince averBruce was not limited to the
aged 10 points a game and played
good enough ball to be rated with
hardwoods while playing at high
the All-County teams of that year.
school for he was an out-standing
As a senior he set a new Dickplayer for the soccer team. He
inson record of 4 points for a
received the All-County award his
single game, and led his team on
senior year. Bruce would rather
to 'win the coveted Hudson Valplay soccer than any other sport.
ley Christmas Tournament. He
Holzchuh decided to come to
Clemson to major in textiles. His
freshman year he showed his form
playing for Hock Norman's frosh
team as a guard. The following
year he advanced to the Varsity
where he received his first college letter. He advocates that the
most exciting game that he has
ever participated in was The Citadel game last year, where he
scored twenty-one points against
the Bulldogs.

This year he is teamed up
2. Keep Bob Jones at his position with the Dynamic Yarborough
of end coach.
as a guard. Bruce says that his
3. Switch "Goat" McMillan from teammate Bill Yarborough has
his varsity backfield position to one of the best eyes for the
head freshman football coach and
hoop in the AAC.
chief scout.
Bruce is one of the best play4. Move former all-American
banks McFadden to varsity defen- makers that the Tigers have this
sive backfield mentor from his year. Bruce says that one of the
position as head freshman coach. best teams that he has even en5. Keep Coach Don Wade with
freshmen in line and also use him
as top recruiter for the Tiger
forces.
6. Let Coach Howard "just sit
back and supervise." He will add , Anyone interested in coming
the touch of the master's hand out for the Clemson golf team is
to the coaching staff and remain urged to attend a meeting on
head mentor.
Monday night, February 13. The
Coach Howard hopes that these meeting will be held in the Enchanges will go hard with Clem- gineering Library at 6 o'clock.
Captain Billy Johnson is callson opponents and that they will
enable his Tigers to cop quite a ing the meet and urges all potew honors during the course of tential golfers, both upperclassmen and freshmen, to attend.
the 1955 football campaign.
Several meets have been scheduled and more golfers are
needed to round out the team
for this year.

Golf Team to Hold
Meetina Monday

BRUCE HOLZSCUH
for a successful season, with the
fabulous five on the frosh this
year giving the hardwooders a lot
of support next season on the varsity hardwoods.
Upon graduation, the New Jersey Yankee plans on living in the
North and making textiles his career. He would like to get on the
selling end of textiles instead of
the manufacturing, if it is possible.

averaged 25 points a game for
Dickinson in his senior year
but ended his high school career at mid-semesters.
Vince says one of the biggest
thrills of his life was to be named
as one of the top 500 basketball
players in the nation. This coveted rating was published by Sports
Magazines, "Basketball for 1954".
In this rating only seven players
from the state of New Jersey
were nominated.
In 11 games played so far this
season he has scared 280 points
and is shooting at a 45 percent
accuracy rate. He is looking forward to playing Varsity ball and
hopes that Clemson, in the next
couple of years, can raise them-

This past Saturday, the fifth
of February, the Clemson Tigers
tankmen virtually assured themselves of a state swimming title
with an impressive victory over
The Citadel Bulldags.
The meet was a close one and
The Citadel Tubsters were in there
fighting all of the way. As has
been the case in two other meets
this year, the final event, the 400yard relay, decided the outcome
of the contest. Wesley Millard
came through in sensational fashion to knock down a first place for
the Tanksters when he splashed
to victory in the 440 yard freestyle event. Wes has won this
event five out of seven tries this
year.
Clemson's ace dashmen, Hendee and Hawes both swam to
victory again in their respective
events as they gave Clemson
first and. second places in the
fifty and one hundred yard dash
events. Both showed rare form
in keeping Clemson supreme in
the dash category.
Of all of the Tiger swimmers,
however, the most impressive was
Richard Carter. The Savannah
flash whizzed through the 150
yard individual medley in the
fine time of one minute and forty
seven seconds. He also shaved 6
seconds off of his old state record
time in the 200 yard backstroke
event.
Wes Millard took the 200 yard
freestyle event in two minutes
and 31.5 seconds. .Breathing
down his neck was Frank Hanckel who turned in a time of 32
(Continued on page 5)

School Supplies

selves to a basketball power.
Against the Furman Freshmen,
Vince connected for 42 points, his
highest this year, which proved a
mighty blow for the Cubs in their
109-81 victory over this highly
rated quintet.
He has certainly been proving
himself as an outstanding hard- .
wood man this season and hopes to
continue as such in his future
years at Clemson. Good luck;
Vinny, and keep on burning up
those nets, they can be replaced.

CLEMSON THEATRE
(The Country Gentlemen'! Theatre)
Clemson, South Carolina

Phone 6011
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY 11-12

#/

PHFFFT//
with

Judy Holliday . Jack Lemmon
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
FEBRUARY 14 - 15

'YOUNG AT HEART'

TIGER TAVERN

starring
Frank Sinatra

A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

WED., THURS., FRI., SAT.
FEB. 16TH THRU 19TH

'VERA CRUZ1
sstarrmg

HOURS:

7 A. M. TIL MIDNIGHT

WILL BE OPEN LATE FOR ALL DANCES!

Bengal Swimmers
Win Meet Friday
With The Citadel

Gary Cooper and Bert Lancaster
Prices 50c Adults; 45c Students
25c Children
Features ot:
1:17, 3:17, 5:17, 7:17, 9:17

ALL NEW I LUCKY DROODLES!
WHAT'S THIS? For solution see paragraph below.

MAR VI1W Of HINRY VIII ON THRONI

A STUDENT'S BEST FRIEND is Lucky

Galen. R. Fisher
University of California

Strike. At any rate, the greatest,
up-to-datest college survey shows
that college smokers prefer
Luckies to all other brands—and
, by a wide margin. Once again,
the No. 1 reason: Luckies taste

OUT

m

better. They taste better, first of
all, because Lucky Strike means
fine tobacco. Then, that tobacco

FRONT OF STORI
SELLING ILIVATED SHOIS

is toasted to taste better. "It's

Robert E. Collum 11
Adelphi

Toasted"—the famous Lucky

above, titled: Skier enjoying

Strike process—tones up Luckies'

Lucky while whooshing under

light, good-tasting tobacco to

bridge. Next time you mafte tracks

make it taste even better. Luckies

to a cigarette counter, Be Happy

taste better anywhere, any time,

—Go Lucky. Enjoy the better-

as illustrated in the Droodle

tasting cigarette... Lucky Strike.

FIREPOL! IN CITY WHERE
MAYOR'S BROTHER OWNS PIPE FACTORY

William C. Jankowski, Jr.
Boston University

YOUR OFFICIAL

COLLEGE BOOK STORE
THE

CLEMSON BOOK STORE
CLEMSON, S. C.

Main At Earle

Yockel Paces Freshmen In
Terrific Point Splurges

Lucky Droodles* are pouring in! Where
are yours? We pay $25 for all we, use, and
for many we don't use. So send every
original Droodle in your noodle, with its
descriptive title, to Lucky Droodle, P. O.
Box 67, New York 46, N. Y.
•DROODLES, Copyright 1953 by Roger Price
ARRIVAL OF IDEA
SIFORI THOMAS EDISON

Carol Hannum
Washington State'

^■W^^HW^M^^I'W^WMMWHmwMWMwJ

Be^toste Wi^IUCKIISTASIl BElTER...C^r^£M0otW!
©A.T.Ca.

MosucTor v&<J?mci<JzaM JQfciax>-£c>?y3<2*& AMERICA'S LEADING MAKUFACTUSBS O» CIGARETTES

.'
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Clemson Frosh Down Furman; Yockel Stars In Victory
Baby Tigs Win Two
In Week's Work

McFadden Quintet
Downed By Wolf pack

By Al Soudan
The Clemson Cubs kept up their terrific playing by whipping the Furman freshmen 109-75, Saturday, January 29. The
109 points scored by the freshmen is a new all-time Clemson scoring mark. This surpasses the 108 points the Baby
Tigers piled up against Georgia Tech.

\
\
I
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> Vince Yockel, playing great ball,
netted 42 points a new high for
the season. He now has 268
points for the year, an average of
28.6 points per game.
Eddie Moncrief and Carl Ream'
er, scoring 23 and 20 points respectively, also shared in the Cubs
attack. Moncrief, in addition to
his fine shooting, was a menace
to Furman with his terrific rebounding. He controlled both
boards by getting 11 offensive and
17 defensive rebounds.
The Furman freshmen had
been averaging close to 95 points
a came and expected to do the
same against Clemson, but the
Clemson Frosh had different
ideas as they poured in a record
109 points to a mere 75 for
Furman.
Ed Berryhill was high for Furman, connecting for 30 points.
Clemson held a 48-36 halftime
lead and were never seriously
threatened by the Furman quintet.
SPARTANBURG GAME
Continuing on their victory path,
the Clemson Frosh ripped apart
the Spartanburg Junior College
basketball team, by getting 94
points to only 61 for Spartanburg.
This victory gave the Cubs an
average of better than 105 points
in their last five games. The team
average in shoot for the game
was better than 52 percent.
Dick Yeary, the little guard
from Nicholsville, Kentucky, was
high man for the night with 26
points. Yeary who has been an
outstanding floor man for the
Freshmen all season, decided to
do a little shooting and burned
up the nets.
His outstanding ball-handling
has proved a vital factor in the
Freshmen victories, but his shooting has been limited.
Dick comes from a state where
.great basketball players are produced and he is trying hard to
keep up that tradition. His alertness and quick thinking on the
hardwood help to peg him as one
of the better floor men Clemson
will have in future years.
The game started out a slow
one with Clemson holding only a
slim 35-34 halftime lead. At the
start of the second half things
started to pop when both teams
began to open up.

Rifle Team To Meet
Georgia Men Friday
In Important Meet
Clemson's Army Rifle Team will
meet the University of Georgia
Sharpshooters in Athens, Georgia,
on Friday. The trip will be made
to the Bulldog campus by government transportation. Although rifle marksmanship is one of the
minor sports at Clemson, the government is vitally interested in it
. due to the additional training received by the cadets who are potential army instructors.
The team representing Clemson will be composed of the following cadets: R. E. Holman, H.
B. Howell, N. R. Phillips, D. B.
Luke, D. F. Smith, Clarke Dill,
S. L. Owens, R. L. McAIister, F.
T. Day, and J. F. Day. The team
is coached by Master Sergeant
Richard B. Gill&nd. Captain DeLoach, the team advisor, will
accompany the team on the
journey. Clemson's Army Rifle Team
will journey to Delanaga, Georgia,
to meet the North Georgia College
team on the ninettenth of February and will fire against Presbyterian College in the near future.
Clemson's varsity team will participate in the State Rifle Matches
to be held at The Citadel on the
fourth of March.
The Tiger team has participated
in the Hearst Trophy Matches and
the Army Area Matches this season in addition to several postal
matches with colleges and universities throughout the nation.

WASHINGTON & LEE
(Continued from page 4seconds in taking second place.
The climax of the meet was the
100 yard relay. The Tiger team
Df Hendee, Hanckel, Hawes and
1 Carter came through again in the
clutch, however, to take the event
and subsequently the meet. The
victory in the 400 yard relay made
I the final score Clemson 46, The
Citadel 38.

In the fourth quarter the Cubs
put on a terrific shooting splurge
netting 35 points alone in this
quarter, as many as they totaled
for the whole first half.
The next three games for the
Cubs find them playing away
from home. On Wednesday,
Feb. 9, they travel to North Carolina where they will take on
Western Carolina Junior College.

Richard Carter
One Of Clemson's
Finest- Swimmers
By Lewis Cromer
Perhaps the most outstanding
member of this year's Clemson
swimming outfit is a dolphinlike
sophomore named Richard Carter. Carter has given the swim
team much of the pep that it takes
to win meets as they have been
doing this year.
Dich Carter hails from Savannah, Georgia, where he has lived
for the major part of his life.
Strange to say, Dick did not participate in any high school athletics during his prep career at
Savannah High School. His first
swimming race competition came
here at Clemson last year.
None of his family have shared
Dick's enthusiasm for competitive swimming. Richard says
"my folks wouldn't have to worry
about drowning, but as for swimming in competition—that's where
they draw the line." Nevertheless,
Richard has been commended on
his swimming progress at Clemson
and his folks are sure proud of
him.
When Richard graduated from
Savannah High, he was undecided
as to where he should go in order
to attend college. A friend of
the family who is with the Forestry Research Department in Georgia, Mr. N. B. Gabriel, brought
Richard to the Clemson campus in
August of 1952. Carter liked
Clemson very much and determined then and there that he would
attend school there the next year.
Dick came to Clemson and
last year became interested in
swimming. He reported to Coach
Tom McHugh at the beginning
of second semester. There were
only three more meets left on
the schedule when Carter joined
the squad, but he was determined to make good in this, his
first athletic venture. Coach
McHugh was amazed at the success of this man who had never
swam in competition previously
and he earned a starting berth
in all three meets during second semester.
Though he only participated in
three meets, he won enough points
to gain a block letter.for his efforts on the team. This was a
fine tribute to his spunk and stickto-itiveness.
Richard started off in the 200
yard backstroke and the 400 yard
relay. He won two out of three
meets in the 200, and was on the
winning relay team three times
in a row. He then demonstrated
the form that has seen its peak
this year.
'
After the three regular meets
came the State Meet in Columbia. Carter got the starting nod
in the 200 yard backstroke event.
The unheralded Clemson flash riot
only won the state event, but
broke the state record as well with
a sizzling time of 2:38. Patillar of
The Citadel, the favorite, was left
in the churning Carter's wake as
he swam on to victory.
After a year of experience, Carter came back for more this year.
So far, he has entered three meets.
His favorite event is, of course,
the 200 yard backstroke. Out of
seven outings, he has won six
times thus far this year.
His only loss came at the hands
of conference champ Dunlap of
N. C. State, who had an unbelievable time of 2:20 in the Clemson
meet. "Pshaw, that's not so fast,"
says Carter. "There's a fellow
at North Carolina who does it in
2:09." This year, Richard has
also taken up the 150 yard individual medley race and has won
five times in seven outings. His
two losses were to Emory and N.

As the above photos will show, football is once more the rage
around Clemson. Monday afternoon all prospective gridders
reported to Coach Howard and began Spring practice sessions for
several weeks. In the photo at left, Tiger halfback Joel Wells

can be seen on the receiving end of some contact work with another unlndetified Tiger. At the right, Coleman, King, Ankuta,
and Wells s;how some of the old razzle dazzle as they run a "dry"
scrimmage game. (TIGER photo by Bob Huey).

Spring Football Practice Opens At Clemson

MADE-TO-MEASURE
fofrf-m-exacrft//
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RICHARDSON
Tailoring Co.

ing as well as his scoring in the
contest.
For the winning Wolfpack, Maglio had 19, Gotkin 18, and Schiffel
14, as Ronnie Shavlik, the N. C.
State ace, paced his team with 22
points.
Dickman, Hafer, and DiNardo
looked sharp clearing the boards
for the Wolfpack. They outshone
the Tigers two to one on the
boards.
The Tigers trailed throughout
the contest and never threatened
to pull it out of the fife. The
Wolfpack just stayed one jump
ahead of the Tigers all of the way.
At one time they had a thirty
point cushion to work on in taking their eighth contest againit
(Continued on page 6)
-

Back in the saddle again," is the motto of Coach Howard's
footballers of last year as practice sessions began here this LITTLE THEATER
week. These four weeks of practice will come hard after
the midwinter layoff, but it is expected to reap big dividends for the Country Gentlemen when they again take the
field next September.
The biggest headaches on hand
for Coach Howard are the posi- the challenge offered by Jack
tions to be filled which were left[.""■'.-sf-^™?<Vor, -Tin Pike and Bill
vacant in the line and backfield Neely, each of whom started at
Line replacements for senior let-, . . ,,
game as Frosh.
termen tackles Clyde White, Tom
All-conference
Don King and
my Mattos and Willis Crain, senior guard Mark Kane and senior the brilliant Charlie Bussey reend Scott Jackson provide imme- turn at quarterback along with
diate business at hand for the letterman Tommy Williams, but
even this group will find a chalhead man.
Letterman tackles B. C. Inabi- lenge in the three tall, strong
sophomores—Gene Crocker,
net, Dick Marazza and Billy Hud- rising
Bobby Fisher and Bill Barbary.
son will be competing against the
Joel Wells, Jim Coleman and
strongest element of the 1954
freshman team in Johnny Thom- Joe Pagliei are the lettermen halfason, Jack Bush, Charlie Lucas, backs and they will be joined by
Jimmy Padgett and Ken Pace in letterman fullback Frank Griffith
a battle which could conceivably in rounding out the first two unil^
at the beginning. Included among
strengthen that position.
Lettermen guards Dick De- the group new backfield Coach
Simmone, H. B. Bruorton and Carl Wise will work are juniors
Buck Priester will vie with a trio "Shot" Rodgers, Lem McLendon
of rising sophomores, Johnny and Doug Thompson and rising
Grdijan, Jim McCanless and Bob sophs Fletcher Carter, Harold
Strange and Bob Wright.
Giles.
Walt Laraway, Harry Hicks and
Fullbacks Bill O'Dell and Neuf
Willie Smith will find tough Ankuta, one and two respectively
competition in a quartet of new- last year, are returning, and the
comers—Billy Breedlove, Bill Few, chief challengers will be Bob
Don Hendrix and "Whitey" Jor- Spooner, "bohunk" of last fall, and
dan.
rising sophs Joe Stas, Bill Thomas
Wingo Avery and Hampton and Bill Rbdgers.
Hunter, lettermen centers the past
two seasons, will have to ward off

Howard Speaks
At- Broadcasters
Meet- At Clemson
The South Carolina Radio and
Television Broadcasters Association met at Clemson Jan. 27 for its
eighth annual convention. Over
100 broadcasters and their wives
were resent.
The Thursday program was
purely social. Fridaay's session
included welcome by Dr. Poole,
president of Clemson College,
and talks on the psychology of
radio selling, operation of television on a shoestring, CONELRAD, and the future of radio
and television. During the technical sessions the wives of the
conventioners made a trip to
the Stumphouse Mountain Tunnel where Clemson blue mold
cheese is made.
On Saturday the group heard
Frank Howard talk about Clemson's radio and television plans for
1955, and then elected officers.
Frank Best, manager of radio station WDIX in Orangebrug, was
elected president.
C. State.
Carter says that there is some
doubt as to whether a state meet
will be held this year, but if it is,
he thinks that Clemson will take it
hands down.
Carter regards this year's team
as a vastly improved outfit from
last year's crew. The Tiger swimmers of last year won only three
meets while dropping seven. This
year they have fared quite a bit
better, winning six and losing
only one contest.
Dick states that this year's
team is strictly what the name
implies. "There are no stars.
Everyone pulls hard to give
Coach'McHugh and the team as
a whole the very best that each
man has in him." It has paid off
too, it seems to me.

Ann Bond, Joe Young
To Star In New Play
By Bill Muzzey
The time is drawing near for the Little Theater's new production of "The Cocktail Party". I have seen the rehearsals
and, believe me, it is not a play to miss. A bright comedy,
it combines the gaity of a party, the soberness of human
need and the staunchness of faith.
Ann Bond is Celia Coplestone.
She is well remembered for her
work as Regina in "Little Foxes",
Dona Ana in "Don Juan in Hell,"
Duchess Anastasia in "The Student Princess" and Henrietta in
"Suppressed Desires." A wonderful actress, she shines even brighter in this part.
Everyone remembers "Curly"
Trively of the C. E. department
as the baron in "Madwoman Of
Chaillott." His other triumphs
include "Hay Fever" and "Dear
Ruth." Now, he is a psychiatrist, Sir Henry Harcourt-Reilly.

Julia Shuttlethwaite is portrayed by Marie Grimes. This
is her first try at acting and
it is a marvelous one. Everyone wonders why she hasn't
done anything before. She has
a main part which she handles
as a pro.

Polly Lowry is Mrs. Edward
Chamberlayne. She has appeared in "Arsenic and Old Lace" and
"Barclay Square". John Hunter
rounds out the cast capably as
Peter Quilp. John is already famous for his performance as Ellwood P. Dowd in "Harvey." Need
Joe Young, famed Architecture I say more.
professor, really gets to ham as
The play will be given in the
that very English diplomat, Alexander MacGolgie Gibbs. Joe is Episcopal Parish House the 166, 17,
ho newcomer to the stage, appear- and 18 of February, and I have
ing with the Baylor Little Theater been asked to invite all firstand Sam Houston State Teachers nighters to a party at the Parish
GILLESPIE TO
College Players before coming to House immediately following that
(Continued from page 1)
Clemson. He has appeared here performance. Refreshments will
PRODUCT OF
life, Moomaw said: "I'm play- as the devil in "Don Juan in Hell" be served to make a perfect ending to an excellent performance.
ing on God's varsity now. The Ben in "Little Foxes" as well as
temporary thrills and products others.
Two relative newcomers to the
of the crown of
athletic
A Campus-to-Career
achievement cannot begin to stage are Libby Stepp and Captain
compare with the thrills of Grey Adams of the A. S. department as the secretary and Mr. Edsharing Christ with others."
ward Chamberlayne respectively.
The movement has none of the
fanfare of oldtime evangelism, no
paid workers, no organized membership, no high pressure camRADIO SERVICE
paigning. The mphasis is on the
New Shipment of
abundant life offered by the
POPULAR RECORDS
Christian message.
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FILTER TIP TAREYTON
Gives You The True Tobacco Taste
You* ve Been Missing!

•1

1

Case History

MARTINS

HOKE SLOAN
Invites you to see a special display of Spring and Summer Fabrics
for Distinctive Custom Tailored Clothes, in smart new, exclusive
models, MONDAY, FEBRUARY 14.

STUDENTS- Clip This How/
$1,000.00 IN CASH PRIZES
For the Best Essay —(250 to £00 Words)
On The Sub/ecf

"How I Would Increase
the Popularity
of Cigarillos"
RULES
1. Only bonofide students of accredited colleges are eligible to compete. 1st priz*
$500; 2d, $200; 3d, $100; plus four $50
prizes.
2. Essays must be accompanied by one (1)
KING EDWARD CIGARILLO band, or reasonable facsimile thereof.

3. Only one entry accepted from each
student.
4. Contest now open. Closes April 30,1955.
5. Mail entry to Box 3097, Jacksonville,
Florida. Oecision of judges will be final.
All entries become the property of...
JNO. H. SWISHER & SON, INC.
'Makers of King Edward Cigarillos

"You don't have to inhale to enjoy a Cigarillo"

WE WILL BE OPEN UNTIL 2 O'CLOCK A. M.
Friday and Saturday Nights

CLOTHES *_
FOR MEN fW)

The North Carolina State Wolfpack lived up to all speculations
as they downed the Tigers by a
score of 119-85. The Tigers trailed all the way as time and again
the tall Wolfpack quintet hit on
setshots from as far as 30 feet out.
Big Bill Yarborough was high
man in the contest with 28 points.
He was closely guarded throughout the contest and was not given
many opportunities to get in close
due to the tight N. C. State zone
defense. Nevertheless, Big Bill
looked good on his set shot and
managed to drop in 28 points for
his evening's efforts.
Close behind Yarborough came
Tommy Smith. The ex Christ
School flash had 25 points for his
day's work. Smith looked sharp
with his floor work and rebound-

COFFEE
SHORT ORDERS

7-UPS
CHEESE BURGERS

DAN'S

Manager Ray New explains the importance of good service to one of his assistants

His Individual training" paid off
When Ray New—Business Administration, Buffalo, '51—
started with New York Telephone Company, he never suspected
his work would face him with problems of this sort—
. "My job as business office manager
is to see that the customer gets the best
possible service. One of my assignments
took me into a section of Manhattan that
had a large Puerto Rican population.
"Frequently our people would get
somebody on the line who couldn't speak
a word of English. So I saw to it that
each of my representatives learned a few
standard Spanish phrases—enough to get
somebody to the telephone who could
speak English.
''There are no two days alike in this

work, with new problems coming up all
the time. The best part of it is that the
training program here is tailor-made to
the job. First you get a general background in the business, then you go into
what I call 'individual training.' That's
where your own special abilities are developed and you're encouraged to think
out new ways to solve everyday prob-.
lems — like the one I just described.
"Right now I'm Business Manager
in charge of an office doing $250,000
worth of business a month."

You'll find these things true of college men, like Ray
New, who go into telephone work. They've been well
trained, they enjoy their present jobs, and they're
headed for responsibilities and greater rewards. If
you'd be interested in a similar opportunity with a Bell
telephone operating company, or with Sandia Corporation, Bell Telephone Laboratories or Western Electric,
see your Placement Officer for full details.

BELL
TELEPHONE
SYSTEM
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Co-eds In Class Add Class
To College Classrooms
By Pick Collins
The general question around the campus these days is
"Have you got any co-eds in your class?" The general reply
is something like this: 'No. but did you see that one in the
red coat this morning? She's got it. I wonder if she's married." Then the conversation shifts to women in general.

Leaders in the dedication of the Student Chapel here yesterday afternoon were (left to right) Frampton Harper, Cadet Chaplain;Dr. R. F. ?oole, President of the College; and Dr. S. J. L.
Crouch, Chairman of the committee on Religious and Ethics.
(TIGER photo by Bob Huey)

New Student Chapel Dedicated
Feb. 9 With Inspiring Ceremony
The new Clemson College Student Chapel located on the third
~floor of the student center section
Was dedicated yesterday afternoon
In ceremonies attended by students, members of the administration, faculty and friends of the college.
Participating in the program
were Dr. R. F. Poole, president
of the college who presided over
the program of dedication. Rabbi
Henry Sandman, of the Temple
of Isarael in Greenville read the
scripture for the occasion.
Dr. Poole offered a few remarks
for the adminstration after which
Frampton Harper, Cadet Chaplin
said a few words in behalf of the
student body. Dr. G. H. Aull, head
of the Agricultural Economics Department anad chairman of the advisory board of the Clemson Y. M.

C. A. offered the proyer.
Dr. S. J. L. Crouch, Chairman
of the Committee on Religion
and Ethics and Minister to Presbyterian Students gave the group
a few dedication thoughts. In his
talk Dr. Crouch expressed the
need of such a chapel and how
much it will mean to Clemson
men.
The Rev. M. C. Allen of the
Clemson Baptist Church led the
littany of Dedication. The Benediction was offered by The Rev.
George R. Cannon of the Clemson
Methodist Church.
Lynn Wyatt was organist for
the occasion
The entire service was buil
around the idea of the beauty, convenience, and usefulness of the
new chaped.
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(Continued from page 1)
the scarlet sash over the shoulder or tuxedos. Pershing Rifle members may wear the
white sash.
The tea dance from two until
four o'clock Saturday afternoon
will be very informal.
The semi-formal affair Saturday night will last from eight until twelve o'clock.
Ticket prices are: Friday night,
$3.50; Saturday afternoon, $.50
per person; and Saturday night,
$4.00. Block tickets, which do
not include the tea dance are
$7.00.
An added feature to the dance
week-ends at Clemson is the
student lounge which will be
open until after the dances.
During intermissions a trio will
play music for those wishing to
visit the lounge during this
time.
Students may keep their dates
in the barracks for $1.00. Rooms
may be signed up for this through
Friday dinner. Students keeping
their dates in the barracks may
keep their dates out until 2:30
after the Friday night dance and
BOSTON POPS
until 2:00 after the Saturday
night affair.
(Continued from page 1)
Students who have not already
music
bought tickets for the dances are
Ruth Slenczynska, feature pia- urged to do so on arriving at the
no soloist with the orchestra, is dance although tickets will be sold
a young but thoroughly experi- at the door.
enced artist. Although she is
still in her twenties, she has already appeared in movies and on
the radio, and has played with
major symphonies throughout the
United States and Europe.
Her
first professional appearance was
at the age of four. At six she began playing for European audiences and at eleven performed
with symphony orchestras.
At
eight she made her firstt U. S.
concert tour. Later she studied
in Europe with such artists as
Rachmaninoff and Cortot. At the
outbreak of the war she returned
to the United States. Though she
is a qualified music teacher, she
prefers to indulge in concert
work.
(Continued from page 1)
Another student with two consecutive semesters of excellent
work to his credit, is Robert E.
Hunter, a pre-medical student of
Clemson.
Other students listed as having
made a straight "A" average last
semester were William D. Ashcraft, electrical engineering, Florence, (three semesters of A's in
the six at Clemson); J. McKen
zie
Alexander,
entomology.
Clemson; Frank D. Baber, mechanical engineering, Rock Hill;
John M. Bailey, Jr., electrical
engineering, Seneca; and James
E. Brittain, electrical engineering,
Horse Shoe, N. C.
Also, Edward R. Cathcart, premedicine, Anderson; David R.
Gentry, textile manufacturing,
Easley; James T. Ligon, agricultural engineering, Easley; David
E. Sanders, Jr., civil engineering,
Spartanburg; George E. Strembridge, agriculture, Ellijay, Ga.;
John H. Turner, Jr., electrical engineering, Marion; and Wendell
H. Thomas, agricultural economics (postgraduate), Greenville.

There have been numerous pictures in the papers in the last
few days about the Co-eds crashing the Clemson campus. History
was made as the.first women put
their dainty little feet in a Clemson classroom during a regular
school term. For years the professors and students have had to
look at nothing but male faces day
after day—same old stuff. Now
we all have the pleasure of observing the feminine faces that
add a sparkle to the day.
The appearance of co-eds has
caused many changes to be made
in the every day routine at
Clemson.
Many boys have
started taking a bath once a
week whether they need to or
not simply because there is a
co-ed in the class. Profs, change
ties more often and comb all the
hair they have left very neatly. There are fewer busts for
dilapidated uniforms. Boys amble in and out of the Student
Lounge when a co-ed visits the
premises. It takes a lot of time
to scout these gals in the proper
fashion.
It seems feasible that the coeds find life at Clemson a little
different than at a previous school.

It shouldn't be too discouraging,
however, to be surrounded by a
couple of thousand Clemson Cadets. Statistic-wise there-are approximately 200 boys per co-ed.
It would be a man sized job just
to pick out which 200 each girl
wants. But the co-eds are here
for an education and they couldn't
have chosen a finer school. A certain amount! of courage is involved in being the first to do
a thing and certainly in being
one of the first girls to enroll at
Clemson. In the year 2000 these
co-eds can sit by the fire and tell
their grandchildren about the first
co-educational days at Clemson.
Now that Clemson has co-eds
on the campus, the school lacks
nothing. They, along with the
new dorms and buildings, make
our surroundings complete. We
will have more co-eds every semester and maybe some day
there will be enough to go
around. One of these days . . .
We hope that, you co-eds will
make yourselves at home here at
Clemson and that you will be as
proud of this school as we are.
You are very welcome indeed.

Play During Intermission

Norris Hooten, Jim Hindmen and Charley Richey utilize the
music room in the student lounge. The trio will entertain in the
student lounge during intermissions of the dances this weekend.
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McFADDEN QUINTET

(Continued from page 1)
to obtain a moster's degree at
Clemson in any field other than
education. Hre thesis consisted
of experimental work on the effect of chemicals on sweet potatoes.
One student, Frederick B. West,
of Conway, was awarded a posthumous degree in industrial education. West was killed in an automobile accident 3 days before
garduation.

(Continued from page 5)
two losses.
Coach Banks McFadden said
that the Tigers looked much improved in the N. C. State contest
and though the game was not too
close that the team was in there
trying all of the way. The improvement is evident, as the Tigers
pulled their average points per
game up from the meager 67.5 that
they held going into the contest.

The Central Dance Association of Clemson College proudly presents their sponsors for the Mid-Winter Ball, featuring Billy
May's Band with Sam Donahue this Friday and Saturday nights
in the new Clemson Dining Hall. They are, left to right, top to
bottom: Miss Laurie Farr of Columbia for George Bennett, president; Miss Mary Louise Easterby of Converse College for Bobby
Tarleton, vice-president; Miss Barbara Farr of Brenau College

for Don Harrison, treasurer; Miss Sara Fort of Converse College
for Charlie Ferguson, placing chairman; Mrs. Tom Trively of
Clemson for Tom Trively, publicity chairman; Miss Mary Louise
Van Decar of Albany, N. Y., for Joe Tinsley, floor chairman; and
Miss Mary Lou McLean of Winthrop College for Bill Turner, decorationss chairman.

WESLEY FOUNDATION
(Continued from page 1)
Roy Herron, Rudy Able, Don
Anthony, Jimmy Richardson,
Leonard Wilson, W. J. Capell,
Tim
Scarborough,
Chester
Reeves, Bobby Painter, Preston
Stokes, C. L. Proctor, Ray
Jones, Harry Jones, Tommy
Hayden, Pick Collins, Gleuri
Nasworthy, Larry Mahaffey,
Spec Plowden, Danny Dantzler,
Bill Alford, and James Rafteis. These representatives will
take care of the cadet corps
companies. On the non-ROTC
areas, the representatives will
be John Russell, C. R. Bell,
Lewis Brandon, Wendell Thomas, Sam George, and Joe Bomen. •
Final registration for the State
Student Conference, which will
be held in Rock Hill February 1820, is being made this week. Students interested in attending the
conference should sign up at the
Methodist Church. Cost of the
trip will be $5, of which th|e

Coming---

"Super Power" and Color..!
WAIM-TV

***

207*500

Channel 40

207,500

WATTS!

CBS

WATTS!

***

Over 12 Times Present Power

Starts Feb. 15
***

Over 12 Times Present Power

Starts Feb. 15

For

***

Anderson - - - Clemson College - - - Greenville
Greenwood - - Elberton -- Athens-- Toccoa Area
VT^^tvtOHl

BILL & HATTIFS DRIVE-IN
SANDWICHES - - SHORT ORDERS
Located On Seneca Highway

Come In and Visit Us at Our

New Drug Store

|NG!

^GtsWOK

******

Large Selection of

VALENTINE CANDY

In Beautiful Heart-Shaped Boxes
We Wrap To Mail - Mail Yours Now!
******
W(LBU£ JUST WOKE UP TO
THE FACT THAT HES IN CLASS!

KEEP ALERT FOR A
BETTER POINT AVERAGE!
Pon't let that "drowjy feel.
\ng' cramp your style in class
... or when you're "hitting
the books". Take a NoDoz
Awakener! In a few minutes,
tou'll beyour normal best...
wide awake . . . alert! Yptri
(Joctor will fell you^NoDog
Awakeneis are safe as coffee.
Keep a pack handy!

15 TABLETS, 35c
•fti-Beta"
pack
3S tablets
Stendjtin

t9t

NQQQZ
AWttKEHERS

VALENTINE CARDS
Hallmark and Gibson
******

Sodas - Sandwiches - Crackers - Candies

L C. Martin Drug Co.
Li GC ETT it Mvnt TCMSCO Co.

